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Registrar Fails, Grades Delayed
Grades for the Fall Semester have been held
up by the delayed shipping of the report forms
from the printing company. Marshall A. Butler,
Registrar, did not order the forms far enough in
advance, and an expected delivery date in
December had to be changed to the second week
in February.
Inclement weather, however, has been
responsible for several other problems in the
Registrar's Office. Registration schedules were
altered by the snow storms on Jan. 18 and Jan.
20, Winter Session grades will also be delayed.
Butler assures students that once the forms are
delivered, fall grades will be printed and mailed
out within a day. All printing work is done on
campus, and there should be no more delays.
Butler added that transcripts will not be held
up, and normal processing of requests will
include the fall grades.
Change of Program for the Spring Semester
was originally scheduled for Jan. 16-19, but the
school-closing interrupted registration on Jan.
18. Students whose priority fell on that day were
forced to join others registering the next day.
Workers in Panzer Gym were able to service all
students by the end of the afternoon, and the
process ran fairly smoothly.

"We had planned for the first time to have a
4 -day Change of Program schedule, but
ironically with the snow on Wednesday we had a
3-day registration anyway," Butler said.
Late Registration proceeded uninterrupted
Jan. 23-28. The $5 late fee usually charged for
each course added during Late Registration was
suspended because many students were unable
to get to the college for Change of Program.
Butler, who recommended the suspension of
fees to Robert E. MacVane, Vice-President for
Academic Services and Elliot Mininberg, Vice
President for Administration and Finance,
estimated that the State Treasury would lose
about $25,000 from the suspension of the fees.
"I and my staff did everything we could to
make the registrations run as smoothly as
possible," Butler said. "1 think even with the
changes, registration turned out very well this
semester."
The school closing on Jan. 20 presented
problems to students who were unable to finish
requirements for Winter Session courses.
Therefore, Irwin H. Gawley, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, extended the deadline a week
for submission of grades for the Winter Session,
to enable students to complete their w o rk . Butler
did not expect the grades to be delayed more
than a few days.

NEXT!: After waitingfo r hours to get to school the first few days
o f the semester, students again faced waiting in line trying to buy
books and supplies at the Center Shop.

Traffic Snarled

(Cont. fronvp. 1)
MSC’s cleanup operation
finally received some outside
h e lp a b o u t m id -w e e k .
However, private contractors
with equipment arrived only to
find their work hindered by
strewn cars in every location
making efforts more difficult.
“Last Sunday, we had an
announcement at the dorms,
asking residents to move their
cars for the night so as to
maximize the plowing. The

cars stayed put, and the plows
didn’t accomplish much,’’Min
inberg said.
The Management of the
Robin Hood Inn made the
situation worse by withdrawing
rights for about 50 parking
spaces that students had been
using in the past. The
Management filed suit against
MSC for haltering business by
blocking customer parking. No
information could be received
pending further investigation.
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The Depot has your
Student Discount
*

*

*

This card entitles registered
bearer whose name appears
on the reverse to an extra
10% savings on all non-sale
merchandise at The Depot.

ikIfcPOT

10% Savings
College students save an extra
10% at The Depot with our
Student Discount Card Just
present your student I D
and register for extra
savings on our already low
rk
prices on jeans, jackets, work
tes !
pants, shirts, and coordinates

Wayne Hills West Belt
Mall
Mall
Hamburg Tpk.
Wayne, N.J.
Store Hours
10 a m 9 30 p m
Monday Saturday

Junction of
Routes 23 £> 46
Wayne. N.J.

( In the tam e mall as
J. C. Penney and Korvettea)

.

toa
axttaifrecefion.

perverse'OIL
sum flim s dors doeuvres
champagne ioabf
grime- rib seven, course dinner
(price includes
iiguor servccfthroughout the Junffion.
gratuities)
wing served with the meaf
Oioice Dates Available
coriia icafi after dinner
in 1978
wedding cake
Reduced rates available to yo u r guests
suite fo r bridalpa fig
for overnight facilities
overnight suite for Sride anfgroom.
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A Wedding reception at the
Regency House in an atmosphere
laced with elegance is all things
beautiful1Under the direction of
Mr. James B Healy, formerly of
The Manor, meticulous
attention to detail makes that
Day perfection Mr Healy s
expertise offers excellent good
taste, fine food and superb
service at the gentle price of

mm

;mle

4 miles North of Rts 4b & 80

One Hundred Forty. Route Twenty Three Pompton Plains. N J 07444

696 0000
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Eye On New Jersey
Rutgers9Frozen 1st
January’s precipitous snowfall has broken numerous
record across the state—including several at Rutgers
University in New Brunswick. Snow closed the University
on Jan. 20 for the first time since it was founded in 1766,
according to Norman Weisfeld, Editor-in-Chief of Rutgers
daily student newspaper, Targum;
On Saturday, following Friday’s heavy snowfall, campus
pubs set record sales. The University has three pubs located
on the Rutgers, Douglass and Livingston campuses. Ellen
Maderski, Manager of the Douglass Center, commented “it
was just crazy around here on Saturday night.”

I WPC Tests Tenure
William Paterson College’s (WPC) Board of Trustees
could soon set a precedent in the history of the New Jersey
Department of Higher Education.
The Trustees have scheduled closed hearings on February
4 and 6 which may result in the detenuring of Jacques-Leon
Rose, an instructor of German, according to Andy Chabra,
News Editor for WPC’s student newspaper, Beacon. To
date, no tenured teacher has ever been fired from a state
college.
Last May, Rose was charged with conduct unbecoming a
teacher by Dominic Baccollo, WPCs Dean of Students.
Baccollo filed the charges with Seymour Hyman, WPC
President.
Steven Stillman, Rose’s lawyer, is expected to file motion
with the New Jersey Superior Court and the Department of
Higher Education to stop the hearing, Chabra said. Stillman
has also been meeting with officials from the Department of
Higher Education in an attempt to dismiss the procedure
against Rose because he was not provided with a speedy
trial.
The charges against Rose allege that he:
"‘used profane and abusive language to refer to students in
the classroom, as well as to fellow teachers and
administrators,
•accused others of promisicuous sexual conduct on
campus,
♦and refused to keep office hours and fulfill other faculty
duties.
Presently, Rose has been relieved of classroom duties and
has been assigned research work. However, according to
Chabra, administrative officials have not been in contact
with Rose to find out exactly what he is doing.

GSC Mourns Green
An uncommon football accident has resulted in the death
of Glassboro State College (GSC) football player Johnny
Green.
Green died on Dec. 8, 1977, while being hospitalized fora
broken neck—an injury sustained in the Nov. 11,1977, GSC
victory over MSC.
According to GSC’s student newspaper, Whit, Green’s
recuperation seemed optimistic as he recovered partial
movement in his shoulders, knee and head. A bloodclot
lodged in his lungs was listed as the official cause of death.
Green, a Junior Business major, lived in Woodbury, NJ.
He was named to the All-Conference Team and to the
Associated Press’ Little All-American Team.

Tragedy Strikes TSC
Trenton State College (TSC) recently lost two professors
within four days’ time. Phillip Cummings, Associate
Professor of Philosophy, died on Jan. 20 of wounds received
in the stomach from a 16-gauge shot gun. The shooting
occurred at the home of Cummings’ estranged wife in
Vermont. Investigation concerning the shooting is still
pending, according to Bill Haacker, of TSC’s student
newspaper, The Signal.
Marshall Smith, a Professor of Psychology, died on Jan.
23 of a heart attack. Smith had been at TSC since 1953 and
was the first Chairman of the Psychology Department.
—Deborah J o rtu
__________________ __________________________

S tu d e n ts D iscover W orld
By Eileen Curtis
While many MSC students
were climbing snowbanks to
get to Winter Session classes,
others were climbing sand
dunes to catch sight of the
pyramids as part of an
MSC study abroad tour. In all,
five trans-Atlantic trips, worth
three credits each, were offered.
The global session tours
included a trip to Paris under
the supervision of Helene
Klibbe o f th e F r e n c h
Department. According to
Klibbe, "The three week living
experience was worth more
than a whole semester of
classroom work. Emotionally
and conceptually, the students
learned more." Rita Jacobs,
who led a trip to literary
England, also stressed the
importance of the tours as
"learning and living experi
ence."
A tour of Moorish and
Sephardic Spain was led by
Ana Rambaldo of the Spanish
Department, who managed to
return $50 to the 11 students in
her group. "The trip ended up
being very inexpensive, but
profitable from a cultural
standpoint," she said.
Also, dance and theater in
the British Isles were examined
by a group led by Clyde
M cElroy of the T heater
Department, and pre-classical
and classical art was the focus
of an extravaganza tour that
included sights like the
Pyramids, Eiffel Tower, and
the ruins of Rome and Athens.

The trip to France, Italy,
Greece, and Egypt was led by
faculty leader Ellen Moham
med o f th e F ine A rts
Department.
In addition to the study
abroad travelers, 16 MSC
students spent January 8-14 at
the National Archives in
W a s h i n g t o n , D .C . in
connection with a new course
in "Research Techniques in
American History." Robert
Beckwith of the History
Department explained, "This
experience gave the students a

•

chance to work with the kind of
h is to r ic a l s o u rc e s th a t
graduates and historians
usually work with."
The 16 students, who spent
most of their time "really
working hard," also visited the
Supreme Court in session.
Closer by, students enrolled
in "Winter Outdoor Recreation
Skills," gained first hand
experience at the New Jersey
School of Conservation on
MSC's northern campus in
Stokes State Forest.
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Jewish Student Union
sponsors

Israeli Dancing
beginning Wed. evening
Feb.
8 6-7:30 pm
Life Hall Cafeteria
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cost-25 cents students

-50 cents non-students
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M u lti-M illio n $ P la n s for
S t u d e n t Center A n n e x ,Q u a r r y
By Lori Parrot
Annex, approximately 5 fields,
The proposed S tudent a fieldhouse, and 205 extra
Center Annex and Quarry parking spaces, for a p 
Development Project will proximately $5 million.
alleviate critical shortages in
The $7.2 million “total
MSC’s recreational, intra package” which has thus far
mural, and other student- gained considerable support,
related areas, according to co n sists o f th e A nnex,
E llio t M in in b e rg , Vice extensive development of the
President for Administration quarry with 8 fields and a
and Finance.
fieldhouse, and as many as 800
The project involves 2 additional parking spaces.
parts—the construction of a
Mininberg stated that the
Student Center Annex and the $7.2 million project would “go
development of the quarry— and do the right job the first
and should be completed in time.”
about 2 years. Plans have been
“We could be wasting up to
submitted, but according to $70,000 each month from the
Mininberg, there is still room start of the project if we don’t
for change. Three basic go for the $7.2 million,” he said.
concepts have been outlined.
Proposals are now being
The Board of Trustees considered for the Annex to be
approved the concept on Dec.
located underground to the
9, 1976. It calls for funds to be west side of the existing
allocated from the Educational
Student Center structure. It
Facilities A uthority, sup would be positioned next to the
Center Shop, so it would not
plemented by revenues to be
generated from an increase in
obstruct any views on the
the Student Union Building
ground level, or ruin the
Fee (SUB). The minimum
landscape.
Thomas Stepnowski, Direc
increase approved so far was
$12, but depending on which
tor of Student Activities, noted
plan is approved, the fee could
that the Annex would provide
much needed space for
increase as much as $25. The
increase will be put into effect
additional organizations.
in the Fall Semester.
“Since the School of Fine
and Performing Arts needs to
Concept 1 is a project that
use more space in Life Hall, we
includes the Student Center
have to find another place for
A nnex, some ad d itio n al
several student activities that
parking, and 3 recreational
are there now,” Stepnowski
fields located in the quarry, at a
cost of approximately $3
said.
million.
The Student Center Annex
and
R ecreational Fields
Concept 2 allows for the

Building C om m ittee was
formed to meet the archi
tectural firm of Ronald E.
Vaughn to develop, contrast,
and formulate ideas that will
b en efit th e college and
students. The committee will be
conducting workshops in the
future to educate and allow
students to exam ine the
proposed plans.
Student representatives to
the committee include SGA
President Jose Fuentes, Elisa
Lieb, SGA Secretary, and
Donald Scarinci, President of
the NJ C ollegiate Press
Association.

TOP YOUR OWN CHEESECAKE: The Student Center
Cafeteria kicked o ff their new "Special o f the Month" series
Tuesday by presenting a cheesecake sale with an added benefit-a
variety o f toppings to choose from. May Lundy (I.), a cafeteria
employee, enjoys the pastry with Donna Hess (r.) an MSC
Sophom ore.

Fuentes expressed support
for the development of the
quarry, stressing the obvious
need for parking and intra
mural areas. As to which
concept he favored, Fuentes
said the students should decide.
Scarinci agrees with the
p ro je c t in c o n ce p t, but
according to him, if you pay the
full amount for the project,
“you will never know when to
stop.”
“When do you stop paying
for icing and start paying for
the cake?” Scarinci proposed
that a better solution to the
quarry problem would be to
phase in additions over a
period of time, which in the
long run would be more
expensive, but he feels would
be more equitable for the
students.

D on't bypass our low prices
and friendly service !>

THE PEARL
which brings them disaster.

V

reg.

unleaded

Date: Thurs., Feb.2nd
Time: 12:00 noon & 8:00pm

premium

Student C enter Gas Station
Open M on.-Thurs. 10:30 A M -9:30 PM
Fri. 10:30 A M -5:30 PM

Brings You

A poor family finds a pearl

STOP

GOOD GULF 55.9
GULF CREST 59.9
NO NOX
62.9

☆
☆
Film Committee

Place: Ballroom A, Student Center
Admission: Free
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BASIC OUTLOOK
If you're starting to look at life after
college, try our “ basic” outlook. Apply
for the special Two-Year Army ROTC
Program during your sophomore
year. Attend a six-week Basic Camp
[ this summer and earn $500. It’s
tough. But the people who can
manage it are the people we want to
serve as officers in the active Army
or Reserves. Do well at Basic and
you can qualify for the Army ROTC
Advanced Program in the fall. You’ll
earn $100 a month for 20 months
your last two years in college. And
the opportunity for a two-year full
tuition scholarship. You’ll also receive
the extra credentials that will
distinguish you in whatever career
you may choose. Try our "basic”
outlook on life.

CALL:
763-3078

ARMY ROTC.
THE TWO YEAR
PROGRAM.
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Decision R eversed ;B o yla n T en u red
from David W. D. Dickson,
By Lisa Burkhart
President of MSC, that they
After a tidal wave of would not be recommended for
faculty and student support, reappointm ent this fall.
the Board of Trustees voted to Student and faculty groups
reverse their previous decision were formed within days to
and granted reappointment circulate petitions, write letters,
with tenure to James Boylan, and gather material to present
A sso c ia te P ro fe s s o r of to the Trustees. Students
Anthropology.
working in Boylan's behalf
The decision was passed gathered 2000 petitioned
u n a n im o u s ly b e f o r e a signatures.
standingroom-only packed
room at the Jan. 10 meeting in
At the Dec. 14 meeting the
College Hall. The move was Trustees did reverse decisions
happily applauded by the on 7 of the faculty members.
group, but the victory was But they tabled any further
tinged by the absence of any action after listening to over 60
mention of the other 5 faculty people speaking in support of
m em bers s till a w a itin g
the remaining 6 professors.
decisions.
The 3-hour meeting left
Several questions were raised
during the meeting that were m any in d iv id u a ls very
never answered, and 2 of the disillusioned with the Board, and
remaining 5 faculty spoke comments directed at the
before the Board. Most of the Trustees often questioned the
speakers especially questioned true meaning of the action. The
the procedure by which the Board's reasons for the denial
Board made its decisions, and of tenure included arguments
attacked the Board for being of institutional flexibility,
"aloof" and when listening to declining enrollments, and
institutional needs. Many,
statements, "uncaring."
The meeting lacked the however, still do not fully
glamour and showmanship of understand these reasons.
the Dec. 14 meeting held in
Ernest M. May, a Trustee,
M em o rial A u d ito riu m -replied to questions by saying
covered by a special edition of
that “the Board cannot publicly
the MONTCLARION --but
explain
every decision they
the comments made again by
make.”
jgjjstudents and faculty were no
less sincere.
The same questions came up
again at the Jan. 10 meeting
"We respectfully accept your
and a very lengthy discussion
decision tonight," Marcoanoccurred.
tonio Lacatena, President of
the American Federation of
Joseph Contessa and Daniel
Teachers (AFT) said, "but I'll
Prosser spoke before the Board
remind you that there are
for the first time in their own
behalf.
others who still need to be
considered." But no other
“Does a model exist for my
decisions were announced
non-tenuring?” Contessa asked
The others who have still
the Trustees. “I think it was
been denied tenure are: Joseph
unfair to keep me here for five
C ontessa, E nvironm ental
years and then give me a model
Geography and Urban Studies;
with so many exceptions.”
Gary Danielson, Psychology;
Prosser followed Contessa’s
Margaret Duggan, English;
cue and alsostoodto speak. “I
Eva Kantor, Psychology; and
will not publicly beg for my job.
Daniel Prosser, History.
I see a condescension of the
The fight to secure tenure for
Board towards faculty and
13 professors started Dec. 1,
students. Don’t we deserve
1977, when they received notice
some explanations?”

Dickson defended the Board
against charges of being
“uncaring.” He noted that the
Board “did not make hasty or
a r b itr a r y d ecisio n s, but
devoted much time and effort
in these decisions.”
AFT Vice President James
P. Keenan raised a number of
issues in his statement before
the Trustees. He commented
that the quality of education
here may be damaged by
“replacing proven capability
with unproven capability.” He
challenged the Trustees to set
goals for the institution, and to
define procedures.
“Are the faculty really being
listened to when you make
decisions? Now you act, and
then you listen to us, ” Keenan
said.

Another faculty member
suggested the possibility of an
“ alternate track” for the
untenurable people -- a limited

contract agreement instead of
“ p e rm a n e n t” te n u re , or
another related job in the
institution.

Chuck Mangione Plays
Chuck Mangione will appear
at MSC’s Memorial Audi
torium on Wed., Feb. 8 at 8
PM. Tickets are $5.50 with an
SGA ID, and $7 for general
admission.
A new Concerts production
group formed by the combined
efforts of CLUB, BSCU,
LASO, and MAOC will be
sponsoring Mangione. The
group will be holding weekly
meetings on Wesnesdays at 7
PM. Anyone interested in
working on any concerts this
semester should come to these

meetings or see Lynn Genesko
in the CLUB office or call 8935232.

SEN IO R S

Shall I go to grad school
or work? What kind of job
should I look for? How do
I write a resume?
II you need assistance with these
q u e stio n s, or re la te d c a re e r
problems...

Eileen Wolksteln, M.A.
Educational & Career Consultant

351-7240

Move over candlelight wine and soft music.
Here comes

Enter a special world. Reserved for only the two of you. A
celebration. Companionship. Closeness. Communion in a crea
tive pursuit. Allow yourselves the ecstatic pleasure of getting
in touch with your lover by mutually applying these sensual
BODY PAINTS FOR LOVERS.
Rich, deep colors tilled with a secret fire.
The chance to |o creative or just play tictac-toe. A moveable feast for the senses.
Yet your artwork is destined for the drain.

When you're satisfied your creative express
ion is complete, step into the bath to
gether. Paints rinse off both of you to be
come a champagne- scented bubble bath, sen
sual, deliciously fragrant. It's co-ed cleansing
for the penultimate adult adventure in loving
and bathing together.
Kit contains everything you need
except brushes, which you won't.
Three vials of body paint (red,
yellow, blue) one color-blending
pallete and a booklet of lover's in
struction/inspiration that’s worth
the price of admission alone.
Beautifully boxed.
Colors are vegetable-based, non
toxic, non-irritating, safe. The only
“ non” about BODY PAINTS FOR
LOVERS is that the whole idea is
non-dull.

COMPLETE
UNE OF
NATURAL
VITAMINS

A-l NUTRITION CENTER
HEALTH FOOD

rr0%

o ff]

^

ON ALL VITAMINS
WITH THIS COUPON
O F F E R E X P IR E S
T u e s ., F e b . 28 , 1978

237 MAIN AVE.
PASSAIC PARK

COMPLETE

KIT$ 6 . 75

We show you
only the Kit
| and contents.
The end result
is up to you.
Both of you.
Shipped in the
traditional
plain brown
wrapper.
M a il o rd e rs p le a se ad d $1.25
Post, p lu s a p p ro p s a le s tax.

Spend Valentine’s Day in the bathtub
(7 )
'1 /f
,
with BODY PAINTS FOR LOVERS from C A O U ty -J ilW l& e
The R0WE-MANSE EMPORIUM, 1065 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, N. J . 07012
Credit card orders accepted at (201) 472-6170 beginning 10 AM MON. - SAT.
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Datebook
TODAY, THURS., FEB. 2
MEETING: Sponsored by Chi Alpha, Meeting Room 1, 2,
Student Center, 8 pm, no admission.
FRI., FEB. 3
THEY SHOOT HORSES DON’T THEY: Sponsored by
College Life Union Board, Ballroom A, Student Center, 8
pm, no admission.
SAT., FEB.4
WOMEN’S GYMNASTICS MEET: At William Paterson
College, 11 am.
MON., FEB. 6
CHAPTER MEETING: Sponsored by Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship, Student Center, Meeting Room 1,
7:15 pm.
HONORABLE SPEAKER: Sponsored by Black Student
Cooperative Union, Memorial Auditorium, 8 pm, first
Black History Month Event—Wallace D. Muhammad.
FOLK DANCING: Sponsored by Intercollegiate Academic
Programs, Life Hall Cafeteria, 8 to 10 pm. For further info
call 4431.
MEETING: Sponsored by Psi Chi, Conference Room, Russ
Hall-103, noon to 1 pm, all members encouraged to attend.
FIRST MEETING OF SEMESTER: Sponsored by
PreLaw Society, 4th floor. Student Center, 4 pm, all
welcome.
MOVIE—THIEF IN THE NIGHT: Sponsored by Chi
Alpha, Ballroom A, Student Center, 7:30 pm, no admission.
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Sponsored by
Women’s Softball, Panzer Gym Lounge, 3:30 pm.
WOMEN’S GYMNASTIC MEET: At Southern
Connecticut, 7 pm.
WED., FEB. 8
CHUCK MANGIONI QUARTET: Sponsored by Class 1
Concerts, Memorial Auditorium, 8 pm, $5.50 with SGA ID,
$7 without.
GENERAL MEETING: Sponsored by Student Intramural
and Leisure Council, Student Center, Ballroom A, 3 pm.
DISTRIBUTION OF ASHES: Sponsored by Newman
House, Mass and distribution of ashes. Russ Hall Lounge,
noon and Newman House, 7:30 pm, distribution of ashes—
Newman House, 10, 11 am, 2, 3, 4pm.
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP: Sponsored by Marketing
Club, Ballroom B, 3 to 5 pm, all’new members welcome.
ISRAELI DANCING: Sponsored by Jewish Student
Union, Life Hall Cafeteria, 25 cents for SGA ID, 50 cents
without.
MASTER CLASS: Sponsored by Dance Committee,
Building H, Dance Gym, 7:30 pm, 50 cents with SGA ID, $1
without, Liz Williamson Jazz.
BUSINESS MEETING: Sponsored by Dance Committee,
Building H, Dance Gym, 6 pm, old and new members
needed.
MEETING: Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, Student
Center Ballroom C, 6:30 pm.
MEETING: Sponsored by Management Club, Student
Center Ballroom C, 4 pm.
DISCO NIGHT: Sponsored by Intersorority Council,
Ballrooms A and B, Student Center, 8 pm to midnight, $1
with SGA ID, $1.50 without.
DAILY LENT MASS: Sponsored by Newman House,
12:15 pm, daily throughout Lent, beginning Feb. 9.

School
Closings
Official notification of
canceling of classes can
be heard on the following
AM radio stations:
620 WVNJ Newark
710 WOR New York
930 WPAT Paterson
1310 WJLK Asbury
Park
1360 WNNJ Newton
1450
WCTC
New
Brunswick
1500 WKER Pompton
Lakes
1510 WRAN Dover
1530 WJDM Elizabeth
1590 WERA Plainfield

1973 VW SUPER Beetle.
Excellent condition. 49,000 mi.
Call extension 4368 or 345-9495
after 7 pm. If no answer, please
call after 10 pm.

FOR SALE: Compact Stereo
System with turntable, dust
cover, 8-track player/recorder
with 1program switch, 2 mics,
and mic ja c k s , A M /F M
receiver—12 watts per channel,
2 speakers, treble and bass
c o n tro l, h ead p h o n e ja c k ,
volume and program switches
Excellent condition—only $85.
Call 471-7659 or 471-4665.
FO k SALE: 2 Lacas batteries, 6
volt system, call Tom at
4711612.
FOR SALE: Hammond M2
Organ in excellent condition.
$575. Call Jay, 7522370.

PIANO LESSONS: College
student specializing in music
teaching will give piano lessons.
Beginners welcome! 6672375.
PROFESSIONAL MASseur
offers h e a lh fu l, relax in g
massage of neck and back.
Office within easy walk of
campus. Student discount. For
appointment call 746-4422 after
6 pm.

FOR SALE: Jenke Ski Boots,
size 12-1/2 / w, blue, excellent
condition. $35. Call 744-9488.
Ask for Anne, Rm. 310.

WANTED:
Winter Rec
skiing Feb.
4 2 0 4 by
information.

FOR SALE: Sewing machine
with zig-zag option and zipper
foot. Runs like new. Great for
the economist. Call Mary at
5674898.

WANTED: Place to board
horse in vicinity of Montclair.
Please contact 8935182 or 4409.
w ANJF;D: Person 25 or over
or with own van to drive
handicapped student to MSC
several days a week, call Arne at
746-1954.

JESUS CHRIST is the same
yesterday, today, and forever.
To learn how He can be of help
to you, listen to WFME (94.7
me) between 8 and 9 pm or visit
the Faith Gospel Church, 1330
Route 3, Clifton, any Sunday at
10:45 am.
MATH TUTOR wanted to
tutor Algebra 2 and Trigonometry. Qualified persons to call
472-0274 between 6 pm and 10
pm.
’73 PLYMOUTH Barracuda
“340" Auto., A/C, P.S., P.B..
Air, A M /FM , 33.000 mi.,
excellent condition. $2500 or
best offer. Call 261-7169.
V _______________

Members of the
Course '78 to go
19. Call Pete ext.
F e b . 12 f o r ,

SERIOUS, IN N O V A T IV E,
creative band dev developing
original material looking for
drummer with rehearsal space.
New wave, hard-w orking,
talented. Christ, 945-6529.

^

rp

Classified ads are free lo all
M SC students.
______ ___________________________ /

-7 T

JOIN the
MONTCLARION

~

♦

__________________ 1

Are you interested
in learning Hebrew?

♦
♦
♦
♦ T h e J e w ish S tu d e n t U n io n w o u ld lik e to
♦
♦ k n o w o f p e o p le in te r e s te d in ta k in g an
V.
♦
♦
YES Sponsors Workshop ♦
A d v a n c e d B e g in n e r H e b re w
A workshop for recruiting
YES at 828-6880 for more
class o n e n ig h t p e r w e e k. $
potential campus activists has
information on the workshop.
♦ V
been planned for Feb. 10-12, at
In November, 1977 students ♦
YMCA Camp Kiamesha in
from Stockton, Princeton,
Branchville, NJ. Interested
Rutgers, Seton Hall, and ♦
individuals should contact
Ramapo met for a weekend in ♦
Wayne DeFeo at 759-2602, or
Stokes State Forest to learn
I f interested please call JSU
how to battle the state’s ♦
Representatives of the Youth
p r o b le m s , s p e c if ic a lly
Environmental Society (YES)
pollution and overcrowding. ♦
at 893-5280
in cooperation with the
♦

Montclair Conservation Club
will be visiting MSC looking
for students interested in
organizing in the fight against
NJ’s threatened environment.

The overwhelming success of
that workshop and the growing
interest in protecting NJ’s Pine
Barrens, and water and energy
sources has led to this
subsequent meeting.

*

f o r m ore information
_____________ >

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
I
*
♦

♦

♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
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C hem istry P r o f D ead at 8 3
By Fran Fleischer
Rufus D. Reed, MSC
P ro fe s s o r E m e ritu s of
C h e m is try w hose ea rly
contributions to science at
MSC still benefit students
today, died December 31,1977,
at Willmington, Ohio. He was
83 years old.
Reed was born in Blanchester, Ohio. He received a BS
degree from Willmington
College and earned his MA and
PhD degrees in chemistry at
Ohio State University.
Although trained as a
chemical engineer, Reed was a
teacher for over 50 years,
beginning in a one-room
schoolhouse in Vernon, Ohio.
He taught high school in Ohio
before joining the MSC faculty
in 1929.
James P. Pettegrove, MSC
English Professor who knew
Reed both as a colleague and as
a neighbor, said, “Reed started
the chemistry program at
MSC. At that time, the budget
for science was zero. There was
one physics professor, one
biology professor and he was
the only chemistry professor”he said.
Pettegrove noted that Reed
would often put in 70 hours a
week at MSC. “On several
occasions, when he knew his
ch em istry m ajors needed
certain courses, he gave them
without any compensation,” he
said.
Irwin H. Gawjey, Vice
President for Academic Affairs
and a protege of Reed’s, said

RUFUS D. REED (¡894-1977)
that Reed was chairman of the
Science Department in the 50’s
when Finley Hall was built.
“He planned the science labs
there and was in on the initial
planning for science labs in
Mallory Hall,” Gawley said. A
plaque dedicated to Reed now
hangs in the third-floor general
chemistry lab in the Math/
Science Building.
Reed was, according to
Gawley, “an example of a
dedicated teacher."
This sentiment was echoed
by a former student of Reed’s,
Walter J. Fleischer, Class of

1941. “Dr. Reed cared about
his students; he got to know
each of them personally. He
tried to make sure that each
in d iv id u a l s tu d e n t was
learning, and he was a teacher
who loved what he was doing,”
he said.
But Reed’s dedication was
not limited to MSC. He was
past president of the NJ
Science Teachers Association.
He was also national chairman
of the division of chemical
education of the American
Chemical Society.
Reed was also active in
community affairs. A Clifton
resident during his tenure at
MSC, he was a Civil Defense
leader there, a member of the
Board of Adjustment and vice
president of the Cnuon Board
of Education.
Reed retired in 1960 after
serving the college for 31 years.
But just two years ¿¿o, his early
efforts here culminated in
d ra m a tic re su lts — M SC ’s
chemistry department was
approved by the American
Chemical Association.
After his retirement from
MSC, Reed headed the Science
and Mathematics Department
at Salem College in West
Virigina and taught briefly at
his alma mater, Willmington
C ollege, b efo re re tirin g
permanently.
He is survived by his wife, the
former Pearl Vandervort; a
son, Russell F. of Stone
M o u n tain , G a., and a
granddaughter.

r

Muhammad Talks')
Emam Wallace D. Muhammad, leader of the world
community of Al-Islam in the West, will speak to a sold-out
audience in MSC’s Memorial Auditorium on Mon., Feb. 6,
at 8 pm. The lecture will be part of the Black Student
Cooperative Union (BSCU) celebration of Black History
Month during February.
Muhammad, son of the late Elijah Muhammad, came to
this area just to speak at MSC. He is an author and a world
traveler, speading the word of the al-Islam religion. Last
year, he led the largest recorded pilgrimmage (known as the
H a jj) of 350 people from the US to Mecca.
There will be a reception after the lecture for a few selected
people.

and Cold Heroes
Large Pizzas

$3.00 Minimum

☆
V.

-Internship
■Speakers
■Projects
Fun

V f

Î
t
♦

FAST CAM PUS ,
♦

M O N D A Y TO S A T U R D A Y

X call: 783-71101
11am to 11pm

S U N D A Y 2pm to 11pm ^

collegiate crossword

Collegi
ACROSS

-Banquet

Dinners i

We Make Any Combination You Like

Marketing
Club
First meeting: Wed., 3-5
Feb. 8th in Ballroom B
Student Center

iv/b

1 Fishing need
5 Code words for the
le tte r "A“
10 Blue of baseball
14 Sigh words
15 S t ir up
16 Ever and ----17 Lariat
18 Filming site
(2 wds.)
20 Alone (2 wds.)
22 Part of TNT
23 Pea-picking
machines
i¡4 Dog show in it ia ls
25 Mrs. P e e l's partner
27 Writer Mickey, and
family
32 Sound of content
ment
33 Seaport near
Tijuana
34 Miss MacGraw
35 Part of Bogart
film t i t le (2 wds.)
38 " — the season..."
39 Disheartened
41 Bennett C e rf's
specialty
42 Lasting a short
time

44
45
46
48
51
54
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Formation
College degrees
Miss Loren
River to the Seine
Brook
Restaurant offering
(2 wds.)
Taj Mahal site
Saturday night
specials
Deserve
Do detective work
Pro ----Colonist William,
and family
Anglo-Saxon slave

DOWN
1 Pointed remark
2 Nautical cry
3 Deprive of
necessities
4 More minuscule
5 Got up
6 Recluses
7 Unusual shipcommand (3 wds.)
8 Up un til (2 wds.)
9 Trigonometry
abbreviation
10 European to u rist
mecca
-

11 " W h a t 's -----for
me?"
12
-------------die
13 Part of A.D.
19 Leg ornament
21 Football player
24 And25 Bogart role, Sam
26 Tiny Tim's flower
28 Tavern
29 Fuel in the news
(2 wds.)
30 Minneapolis suburb
31 Impertinent
35 Detective Mike ----36 Votes for
37 To see: Sp.
40 As ----- junkyard
dog
41 Man or ape
43 Ohio c ity on Lake
Erie
44 Shout of discovery
47 Rains hard
48 Courier (abbr.)
49 Prefix for lung
50 L itte r member
51 "Peter Pan" pirate
52 ----- go bragh
53 Story
55 Napoleon, for one
(abbr.)
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A d m in is tra tio n
M akes a M ista k e
The Adm inistration has adm itted that opening the
school on Jan. 23 was, indeed, a mistake.

Obviously.
T h ere was no excu se fo r th e mass c o n fu sio n th at
reign ed su p r em e in an d a ro u n d MSC’s cam p u s on
th e 1st day o f sch ool.
Traditionally, parking has been a major gripe o f
M SC students. Last week, however, the C ollege
experienced a new low in transportation hassles.
In what only could be described as “typicaF’lines o f
cars m iles-long snarled traffic on Valley Rd., R outes 46
and 3, N orm al Ave. and Upper M ountain Ave. for
most o f the first day o f school. C onsequently, that day
turned into a nightmare as m ost students that tried to
get to school either missed som e or all o f their classes.
T o assess the situation, we must first look at the
A dm inistration’s side o f the story. M SC President
D avid W .D . D ickson, w ho officially has the final word
on the closing o f the C ollege, opted to open the school.
As a result, traffic m ounted, tempers flared and classes
were missed on a w holesale scale.
In light o f this situation, Elliot M ininberg, Vice
President o f Adm inistration and Finance, issued a
“S n o w E m ergency M essa g e” to the C ollege
C om m unity. In it, he advised students that everything
that could have been done in that short span o f time
(Sat. and Sun. before school) was indeed done.
H ow ever, D ick so n , M ininberg and Jo sep h
M cGinty, D irector o f M aintenance, adm itted that
M SC was obviously unprepared for a storm o f that
scale.
D ickson has stated that, because the school was
forced to close twice the week before and because
registration was behind before the first week even
started, he decided to open the school.
That does not excuse the fact that, after opening the
school under less than ideal conditions, the walkways
were not properly salted and pathways were, for the
m ost part, not cleared enough. To make matters worse,
traffic problems continued to plague students and
faculty because o f inefficient snow plow ing and the
inability to effect proper clearing o f the C love Rd.
entrance.
The question that naturally arises is why?
The opening o f the school on M onday was a selfdefeating action. However, if the school had to remain
open, would it not have been a wise decision to
properly remove the snow from the roads, salt the
walkways and roads thoroughly and provide the
campus com m unity safe access to the college.
We think so.

Clogged Campus
How long d id it take you to get to school on the first day o f classes?
By Sandy Ventura and Maureen Baker
“It took me 2 hours and 1 hour of that
time was spent on Valley Rd. I think it’s
terrible. They just didn’t do a
good enough snow removal
job. The school should have
been better prepared because
they had the whole weekend to
prepare for the students they
knew w ere co m in g on
Monday.”
Virginia tVeekes
Business Adm in./1979

“It took me 17i hours to get here. But the
roads were like that all over so it really wasn’t
the school’s fault. They still
could do something about the
p a rk in g th o u g h . It is
ridiculous. But as far as the
roads go, I don’t think there is
much they can do about it.”
Michael Sumsky
Accounting/1980

“It took 3 hours when it usually takes me
7i hour. The majority of time was spent on
Route 3 and Valley Rd. I don’t
know exactly what it was but
you would think they would be
able to come up with a better
system of moving things
along.”
Jim Delaney
Psychology/1978

“I spent 2 hours getting here. I think that
the traffic as well as the parking situation are
basic exam ples of the
incompetence of the whole
school. I have constantly made
excuses for this school and the
problems are increasing and I
don’t see any solutions in sight.
But I am sure there must be
some solutions.”
Howard Conklang
Political Sicence/1980

“It usually takes me 15 minutes but it
took me 2 hours. After a while 1 turned
around and went home because
of the time I was waiting. I was
close to tears because I had to
miss my classes on the first day
of school.”
Jean Linke
English/1981

“It was really bad because it usually takes
20 minutes from Paterson and on Monday it
took me 1 hour. When I did getg
to school I found out my class |
was cancelled so that made it™
worse. But I was determined to
get here because it was the first
day and I had to get to class.”
Del Cenie Pickens
Business A dmin. /1979

“I took the bus and it took a different route
because of the traffic. It took
me 50 minutes when it usually
takes only 10 minutes.”
Lou Gilleran
Biology/1979

“Because of the traffic on Upper Mountain
Ave., it took me twice the time to get to school
and I missed my first class. You
can’t do anything about it. If
there was some way they could
clear the snow to the curb, it
would be a lot better. And then
finding a parking space!”
Joyce Rudolph
Business Adm in./1981
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--------iFrom the President's Desk!

Cam pus
C om m unication

---------------- 1SGA NEWS]-------------

SGA-.Help W an ted
By Jose Fuentes

By David W.D. Dickson
O ne of my primary resolutions for this year is to communicate more frequently
with the campus, both in print and in person. Today let me briefly mention sev
eral concerns of high priority to our campus.
The State budget for higher education for fiscal year 1978-79.Like death and
taxes, State budgets are always with us. Fortunately, they may have a somewhat
more positive meaning than the first; certainly they are very closely related to the
second. The Board of Higher Education budget, though less than ideal, does put
our Fine and Performing Arts building second on the capital priority list. The
operating budget at long last would enable a substantial proportion of our
instruction in the applied specialties of the Fine and Performing Arts to receive
enriched funding. This budget also promises money for significant Faculty
development and program improvement. Since the Governor’s State of the State
message was much less than complimentary to the State colleges, it behooves all of
us to use our wit and wisdom to educate the Legislators to the real quality and the
real needs of the State colleges, especially MSC.
Mission and Structure. Our own promptings, the recommendations of the
Middle States visitors of last year, the expectations of our Board, the Department
of Higher Education and the foundations and agencies from which we seek special
funds require that a fresh statement of the mission of this college be available soon.
This week I am sending to the Faculty Senate a draft statement of such a mission
which 1 hope will evoke serious thought and useful input.
We must accentuate the positive in this statement, emphasizing our strengths in
the core liberal arts, social and natural sciences and our galaxy of excellent (and in
some cases unique) professional specialties. No college can do all things well, and
no college in a system need do everything, but we should build strength upon
strength and make certain that the job of differentiating the roles of the State
colleges as encouraged by the Chancellor follows our academic judgment rather
than responds to external political maneuvering.
Plant. Well before the end of this academic year a decision will be made of the
extent to which this college will move ahead toward the “greening” of the quarry,
that desolate blotch on the northern boundary of the college, into attractive playing
fields, and if finances permit, the construction of a small building to serve
participants in the intramural and varsity activities there. Part of the same package
is the development of an Annex to the Student Center, perhaps immediately to the
west and mainly underground to protect rather than to compromise the beauty of
the present building. Meanwhile, plans are developing for renovation of Life Hall
to meet the immediate needs of several departments in the School of Fine and
Performing Arts.
All these matters affect the whole campus. Success in them will enhance this
college and more fully justify our being “bullish” about MSC.

My fellow students:
During this winter break, an
extremely important issue developed
which will directly affect both your
monetary standing and the future of
MSC. As those who are asked to bear
the financial responsibility, our input is
essential if we are to proceed in a
responsive fashion.
As you may be aware, the college has
recently purchased the entire quarry
property. Due to the shortage of
intramural, varsity, and parking space
on campus, this land was earmarked for
development, using these three major
needs as a criterion. In conjunction with
this plan, an extension to the Student
Center was also proposed. This new
structure will accommodate the ever
rising commuter population while
housing student organizations and their
related activities, such as concerts,
m o v ie s , th e r a d i o s t a t i o n ,
MONTCL ARION, Yearbook, etc.
The funds necessary to make this
project a reality were to be raised by last
year’s increase of the Student Union
Building Fee from $60 annually to $72.
This $12 increase was projected to
effectively finance the entire operation.
During the summer months of 1977, a
special committee was formed to review
all proposals submitted by the
architects. This committee was formed
to review all proposals submitted by the
architects. This committee, which was
comprised of representatives from all
groups which make up our campus,
including three students, met several
times and examined various plans
outlined by the architects.
After much deliberation, it was
determined that the cost to complete the

project had been underestimated. As a
result, the project was broken up into
th re e in c re m e n ta l s ta g e s o f
construction. The first could be
completed without additional funds,
the second could require additional
monies and the third would definitely
require additional funds.
Confronted with this dilemma, the
Project Committee met, during this
Winter break, with the Facilities’
Committee of the Board of Trustees. As
a student representative, I insisted that
no decision be made without consulting
those people who will be directly
affected by the outcome.
My fellow students, 1 now come to
you for advice.
We are all familiar with the serious
mistake committee by last year’s SGA
administration which lead to the $12
SUB increase without prior student
consultation.
This year’s SGA
administration is committed to the
principle of “open and responsive
policy.” We believe that YOU HAVE
THE RIGHT to be exposed to the
issues and as a result advise your
representatives as to the best and most
rational course of action to take.
With this in mind, your SGA has
scheduled a series of forums in which all
of the options concerning the Student
Center Annex/Quarry Development
Plan can be discussed. In subsequent
articles and through advertising, we will
inform you of the place and time of the
forums. We have the opportunity to
shape our college while affirming our
rights to determine the level of taxes we
should pay. My fellow students, it is
up to you!

A lu m n i O ff e r M u lt it u d e o f M onies
By Richard Renzulli
The MSC Alumni Association serves
the college community in many
different ways. One of the most
important aspects of this service is the
various scholarships, grants, and loans
that the Alumni Association offers
every year. Of particular interest to
students are the u n d erg rad u ate

Press Box

scholarships. This year the Alumni
Association will be awarding $5,000 in
scholarships to selected students. All
students applying must be entering their
senior year at MSC and must submit an
application before the deadline of
Thurs., March 16, 1978. The recipients
of the scholarships will be announced
during Alumni Day in May. The basis

E d ito r ia l A s s is ta n ts

Timothy Costello
Thomas Craughwell
Bill Mezxomo

A d v is o r

Michael F. X. Grlcco

A r ts E d ito r

Pal Vienchilling

F e a tu re E d ito r

Ann Marie Gentile

A sso c ia te E d ito r

Steve Nulver

N e w s E d ito r

Lisa Burkhart

B u sin ess M a n a g e r

John Swift

P h o to g r a p h y E d ito r

Maureen Baker

C irc u la tio n

Men of APO

S p o r ts E d ito r

Glenn Welch

C o p y E d ito rs

Lou Barba
Jean Branna
Barbara Poni!

S ta te A ffa ir s

Rich Figel

T rea su re r

Fran Fleischer

The MONTCLARION is a member of the N . J . Collegiate Association, the N.J. Collegiate
Press Association and is a six-time winner of the All-American rating of the Associated
Press competition.

of selection includes leadership, service
to the college, and academic standing.
The student/Alumni Project grants
are offered by the Alumni Association
to initiate and carry out projects that are
not normally funded by the college or
student government. They can be
creative or experimental in nature and
can include such things as expenses for
travel, research, and attendance at
conferences. The applicant(s) must be a
student or alumnus, or a student/
alumni group. Some of the projects
funded in the past include a historical
restoration at Glacier National Park,
travel expenses for two artists studying
new print making methods, and
research on the poet Hilda Doolittle.
Summer and fall proposals for project
grants must be received by Fri., April
28, 1978.
Faculty grants offered by
the Alumni Association are similar to
the Student/Alumni Project grants
except that they are only awarded to
faculty members of MSC. They are
designed to improve academic quality
on the campus as well as enhance the
recipients professional growth. All

Faculty grant proposals should be
submitted by Fri., Feb. 3, 1978. A
new scholarship will be awarded this
year to honor the memory of Rev.
William Dortch Jr. who was a student
at M SC from 1970 to 1973.
Unfortunately he was killed in an auto
accident during the summer of 1973.
Rev. Dortch had hoped to organize a
Gospel Ensemble during the 1.973-74
school year. His dream was fulfilled by
his friends in September 1973. Other
funds administered by the Alumni
A ssociation include the C hapin
Memorial Loan Fund, the Charles E.
Hadley Memorial Fund for Inde
pendent Student Research, the Viola
Whitney Pfleger Fund for students of
horticulture, the John C. Stone
Scholarship Fund and the Pierce Fund.
For more information concerning
these scholarships, grants, and loans
contact the MSC Alumni Association.
They can let you know the status of each
fund and how, where, and when to
Richard Renzulli is the
apply.
A l u m n i G r a d u a t e A s s i s t a n t at
MSC.
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A s T h ei
D a le P e r s o n e tte

H o w ’s The
W ea th er ...
D o n ’t Ask

W ere R e a l l y D ig g in g th e S n o w
By Rich Figel
Freezing rain, a near blizzard, slush and ice, gale-force
winds, and freezing cold have made for a chilly welcome
back~but look at the bright side:
It’s only 6 weeks until spring begins.
It will take at least that long for most of us to forget the
treacherous conditions which this weather hath wrought.
Hath wrought, you ask? That’s how bad it’s been—writers
and weathermen are now using archaic verbiage, having
exhausted suitable adjectives to describe the havocwreaking clime over the past two weeks. The storm’s
aftermath inspired similar eloquence in a “Snow Emergency
Message” from the college’s Vice President
for
Administration and Finance: “These are indeed very trying
times for all of us.” Indeed.
And without doubt, the most trying time of all has been
trying to park on campus. That is, if you were able to make it
that far in the first place.
Tales of commuters inching their way towards the college
from the Rt. 46 exit, or along Valley Rd.—often taking up
to 1'/2 hours just to reach the entrance—became part of the
daily routine the first week back. Once on campus they sat in
stalled traffic for another hour or more before finding a
vacant piece of pavement to park on. Some, after waiting
that long, were rerouted into surrounding towns.
But if the College Administration was caught with its
thermal underwear down, so were the dozen motorists
whose cars overheated for lack of anti-freeze, and about 7
others whose fuel tank gauges came to rest below the “E,”
snarling traffic in every direction on the first day of classes.
Poking their heads out of rolled down windows, they viewed
the procession of mass confusion, rhetorically asking

passersby: “Where can I go?”
Quipped one coed, rather glumly, “Home.”
Shuttle bus drivers drove in very slow circles. A driver
stuck in traffic outside of College Hall last Tuesday put it
this way. “I came on at 3:30 and this is my first time around.”
It was 5 PM.
Blame it on the weatherman; when the Big Snowstorm of
’78 hit on Jan. 20, it was the second call in a week they had
blown.
Just a week before, freezing rain and sleet had
transformed the campus into a story-book picture of
translucent beauty—dangerously so, as branches creaked
and broke under the added weight. Trees and shrubbery
took on the appearance of handblown glass sculptures with
all their fragility. Still, that was merely ice under the snow,
so to speak.
The additional precipitation weathermen predicted for
Jan. 18 prompted schools to close for the day in anticipation
of horrendous driving conditions. A day of Add/Drop
Registration was also dropped. But the storm never came.
What did come two days later was not the 3 inches of
snow forecast, but over a foot of the while stuff, as drifts
piled up to 3 or 4 feet in spots throughout the college
grounds.
New Jersey was buried in it. Tons of it.
Clove Rd. Apartment residents who stayed for Winter
Session’s duration awoke to find a veritable tundra where
the quarry had once been. Much to their delight or
dismay—depending on their situation—they were stranded.
No school, no classes (no final exams on this, the final day of
Winter Session courses); no work (no paychecks this
Friday); no trips into town for necessary provisions (no
food, no liquor); and nowhere to go. Stranded.

W h ere H a v e A ll th e S tu d e n ts G on e?

Even Mr. Dino’s could not delivery
The prospect of a slow, but certain starvation entertained
more than one imagination, as rnoj-bid as the unlikely
notion might appear. (Images from urvive,” a movie in
which the survivors of a plane crash injthe Andes subsist on
the carcasses of their dead friends, iinmediately came to
mind. I thought of the splendid mealtny roomm ate Tom, a
husky 6-footer, would make if he were here.)
nteij
e(l apartment residents
made the best of it, sharing th t; njeager supplies while
searching in the dark recesses of bap pantries for pot-luck.
One begins to appreciate the tantalizing culinary
possibilities of lima beans, sourkraut, peanut butter, and
saltine crackers in such times.
'
That Saturday, they bundled up, bi rowed snow shovels,
and along with the rest of New rsey, began to dig
themselves out so snow plows could love in to clear out the
parking lots.
Friends, acquaintances, and strandrs assisted each other
in excavating the snow-bound automobiles, lending a hand,
putting their shoulders and bad$ into it, pushing,
shoveling, pushing, then moving on t(| help the next person.
Those who could get into town didi 3almost immediately
before any further calamity could stril e. They returned with
the 2 essentials for weekends like this groceries in one bag,
liquor in the other. If you’re going to e stranded in MSC it
makes good sense to have a full si 3mach and a mildly
euphoric outlook.
On Sunday—two days after the I g Snowfall—parents
trudged through the snow with the r sons or daughters,
carrying suitcases, plants, and sterei >up to dorm rooms,
forging paths and blocking tra Tic, before finally
exchanging cheerful goodbyes.
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Meanwhile, back at the apartments, 1 empty pint bottle
of Canadian whiskey—the label says “Yukon Jack is a taste
born of hoary nights when lonely men struggled to keep
their fires lit and cabins warm”— 1 quart of Schlitz malt
liquor, a “Snow-Ball” (brandy over fresh snow in a tall
glass), and 3 16oz. cans of Miller beer later, the crisis had
passed for at least one apartment dweller.
Now I know the true meaning of “feeling under the
weather.” Just don’t ask me about it.

A G lass M e n a g e r ie a t th e A m p h ith e a te r

A b n o r m a l T r a ffic o n N o r m a l A ve.

owfall—parents
is or daughters,
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before finally

; T h om p son

J o A n n S a r z a r i a n d C h u ck
S c h w a r tz P r e p a r e to W a rm it U p

LAST CHANCE EVER!

DAYTONA
$50.00 Deposit Due By Feb.8,1978
DEPOSIT MEETINGS
T ues., Feb.7, and Thurs., Feb.9
11*3pm Ballroom B

BALANCE DUE
Tues., Feb. 14 1 l-3p m Ballroom B
Thurs., Feb. 16 1 l-3p m Ballroom B
Tues., F eb.21 ll- 3 p m

For Information Call 893-5232
8 9 3 -5 12 0

C.L.U.B. o f the S.G.A.

Ballroom B
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W hat are Y o u D o in g th e R est o f Y ou r Life?
By Ann Marie Gentile
You could have a job lined
up before you graduate; you
can start working toward your
career goal now and the MSC
Career Services program will
help you do it free.
"In 1976 we had over 700
people registered with us and
all but about 7% of them are
now employed or are going to
graduate school," Tricia
Haney, Director of Career
Services said. "We have so
much to offer, I wish more
people would take advantage
of our services," she said.
Career Services offer many
b en eficial p ro g ram s for
students. For underclassmen
there is career counseling which
aids students in choosing
academic courses that will help

them get a job in the field they
are interested in. If a student
has already chosen his major,
Career Services will inform him
of the different kinds of jobs
that major will help him get.
Sem inars concerning jo b
hunting, interviewing techni
ques, resume writing and many
other key topics involved in
getting a good job are held
throughout the semester. And
information about part time
and summer employment
which could be valuable
experience can easily be found
by a visit to the office.
Seniors, graduates and
second career students can take
advantage of on campus
recruitment and employment
referrals offered by Career

Services. Interviews with major
companies and corporations
from all over the country are
scheduled almost year round
and results are continuously
successful. "We have a life time
placement program available
to any graduate of MSC and we
encourage people to use it,"
E ileen B ruck, A ssistan t
Director said. "In 20 years from
now somone can come back to
us and we’ll help him find a
job," she said.
Every year Career Services
help place graduating seniors,
underclassmen, alumni and
second career students in
excellent job positions. The
office serves all students
interested in non-teaching
careers who wish to broaden
their knowledge of different

c are ers, o b ta in specific
information and counseling
about job opportunities and
offers a chance for interivews
with n atio n al and local
recruiters.
Information concerning
Career Services programs can
be obtained in m onthly
newsletters available in dorms,
club and department offices,

Announcing The
Alumni Scholarships
MSC Alumni Association invites ap plications for undergraduate scholarships.
If you’ll be a senior in September, 1978, have
been active in campus or community
programs, and in good standing we want to
' hear from you!

Voice Views on School in June
Consider coming to school for the
1978 Fall Semester on Sept. 11 through
Dec. 15, and then returning on Jan. 419 to finish the semester and take your
exams. Consider starting the Spring
Semester on Feb. 5 and ending on June
4.
This is exactly what may happen.
The Calendar Committee, which
includes students, faculty, and
administrators, will meet in closed

and at the Career Services
office located in Life Hall.
"Students have to learn to
take their careers seriously
while they’re still young. With
the counseling we offer and the
skills we can teach a student
will have a big advantage when
he goes looking for a job,"
Haney, who has been at MSC
for 2 years, said.

session on Friday at 1 PM to take a
vote on the change. The committee is
an advisory body to MSC President
David W. D. Dickson, and they will
forward their findings to him for a final
decision.

Pick up an application today at the
Alumni House (across from Pan2er Gym ),
the Dean of Students Office, or the
Financial Aid Office.

Students who wish to express their
feelings on the calendar change are
encouraged to call Marshall Butler at
893-4340 or Lois Redd at 893-5188.

Deadline for filing - March 16, 1978.
Questions? Call the Alumni House-.893-4141
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Career Services offers
. On-cam pus interviews with employers ■ sign
up one week in advance
. Job listings, information an d contacts
.Resume writing seminars
.Jnterviewing seminars
. Career information programs
. Career counseling
• Vocational testing
On-campus interviews begin in February
Sign up sheet for first recruiter - Jan. 3 0
Register now for th is free service.
£ ife Hall. Jirst Moor
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P l a y e r s P r e s e n t A n o u i l h ’s
By Pat Vierschilling

The highlight of the play (or at
least entertaining) comes when
Joseph Brown (Brindsley) is to
skillfully carry all props off
stage and replace them with his
shabby Greenwich Village
stock.
Brown does an admirable
job, but like everything else in
the play the action repeatedly
get carried away, with the
audience vying to be next.
There are cheap attempts at
humor from everything to
homosexuality to mistaken
identities to religion.
Joining Brown were Ani
Yaghijian as Carol Melkett,
Don S h effrin as H arold
Gorringe, Tobi Fineberg as
Clea, Jayne Hague as Miss
Furnival, Gerry Appel as
Schuppanzigh, Mike Price as
Col. Melkett and BobSchapiro
as Georg Bamberger, under the
direction of Jack Prince.

With their first production
of the year the SGA Players of
MSC presented an evening of
one acts with split results in its
accom plishm ents. Though
Black Comedy proved to be
b le a k in its a tte m p t at
c o n te m p o r a r y c o m e d y ,
Antigone came forth in a
classic memorable production.
U n fo rtu n a te ly Black
Comedy by Peter Schaffer did
move the audience to a blank
with its results proving to be
anything but comedic. It is
hard to believe that Schaffer,
who created such a riveting
Equus, could have created a
piece as droll and contrived as
Black. It is even harder to
understand the reason for
resurrecting this piece in the
Studio Theatre.
A feeble attempt at farce,
Black Comedy brings its lights
up by not bringing its lights up.
H o w e v e r, th e se c o n d
The action takes place during a
offering of the evening,Anti
blackout in an aspiring young gone, provided the audience
sculptor’s apartment.
with a truly aspiring produc
With him is his soon bridetion, with the highest caliber of
to-be, awaiting the arrival of acting on campus evidenced by
her father and an art expert.
a mesmerizing Shelia Marie
Lighting designer S. Harvey
Connelly in the title role.
G o o d m an , fo r p r a c tic a l
Based on Sophocles dis
purposes of allowing his
courses, Jean Anouilh’s play is
audience to see the play, has drawn into classical mythology
reversed the light situation.
to comment on the contem
When the apartment is lit, porary world.
the stage is kept dark, when the
Through a narrator/chorus
blackout occurs, the stage is played admirable by Marc
illuminated.
Mattaliano, we are told the
Brindsley, the sculptor, has story of Antigone’s attempt to
taken all the furniture of his bury with dignity her brother,
best friend’s apartment upstairs Polynics. After Oedipus’death,
to impress his company. His it was willed that both sons
best friend is, of course, an would rule in alternate years.
effeminate interior decorator.
Both brothers have killed to
maintain control, with one
brother to receive an honorable
burial, while Polynices is left
exposed to rot, a repulsive
rem inder to the Thebian
people. Antigone disobeys the
edict by Creon, the present
ruler, and will have to die for
trying to bury her brother.
Anouilh’s play is of tragedy
with Antigone predestined to
die. Unlike most tragedies,
however, its victim does not
struggle through a cathartic
revelation to an ennobling
death. Instead our heroine’s
struggle is reversed. She learns
from Creon that Polynices was
not the good ideal brother she
had believed. We are to believe
Creon because of his regret to
have Antigone killed. In her
final scene, we see an almost
childlike girl who is uncertain
for what she is dying.
The flaw in Anouilh’s play is
the metaphysical and moral
conflicts that are left somewhat
understated. It is noble that the
A N AD VE R SE POliy-p.
h ero in e p refers d eath to
Applegate (Creon) marks
compromise. However, the
Antigone's fatal uncomproaudience feels am bivalent
mising nature.

toward Antigone’s realization
that to achieve purity and
perfection, one must give up

life. Is the conflict one of age vs.
youth, or survival vs. suicide.
Perhaps this is the catharsis.

M O N TC LA R IO N courtesyD avid Paterson

IN CHAINS: Shelia Connelly (Antigone) is taken to her
deathwatch by guards Joe Grasso (l.) and Martin Elridge (r.), in
SGA Players production o f ‘Antigone.’

but it seems misguided at the
wrong character.
T h ro u g h her p h y sic a l
presence and performance,
S h e lia M a rie C o n n e lly
captures beautifully the purity,
innocence, yet precocious
nature of Antigone. William C.
A pplegate as Creon also
adeptly creatd the king of
contradiction. It is Connelly’s
and A p p le g a te ’s scenes
together that make up the
essence of the drama.
Also in the cast were Diane
Lynn McNulty as Ismene,
Steve Cassidy as Haemon,
Mary M. Cassulis as the
Messenger, Frank Russo as
first guard, Joe Grosso as
second guard, Martin Eldridge
as third guard, Lisa Molle as
Eurydice and Lise Kathleen
Speidel as the Nurse.
The reasons for production
excellence can be traced to the
faithful direction of Nari Avari
and the carefully conceived set
by Mark Berry. The neutral
decor of platforms comprised
the drawing room where the
‘present day’ company was to
perform the classic. The story
of Antigone, though contem
porary, is also tim elessly
captured by Berry, if not
hauntingly by the players.

One of the all-time greats, ana ‘one of
the liveliest and m o s t imaginative
b l u e g r a s s groups." - N.Y. Times

The Country
Gentlemen

FRI., FEB. 10

8:30pm

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J.

53.50

- MSC w ith ID

( $ 5 .0 0 - G e n e r a l P u b l i c )
A ll Seats Reserved
Presented by Doug Tuchman and The Bluegrass Club
of NY in cooperation with The .Office of
Cultural Programming Montclair State College

The g u i t a r p i c k e r ' s g u itar picker
F irst area a p p e a r a n c e in a a n y years

Norman Blake
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'It’s T im e f o r A lle n
B y Jim Flynn

A mysterious voice comes
from beyond and announces
“It’s time for Peter Allen.” A
figure in a white suit, loud
Hawaiian shirt and striking red
shoes jumps onto the stage. The
audience is in immediate
uproar with repeated applause;
Peter Allen stops, listens and
gratefully receives the warm
welcome MSC has for this fine
singer-songwriter.
For most of the people in the
audience the name Peter Allen
means entertainment.For those
who don’t know of him, Allen
has been around for about 10
years. He established himself as
a child star in his native
Australia and emigrated to the
US in the middle 60’s as a
protege of Judy Garland. He

M O N TC LA R IO N Maureen Baker

PETER ALLEN

was also married to Liza
Minelli for a spell.
A performance by Peter
Allen cannot be called a
concert in the sense of Meat
Loaf, Billy Joel and others.
Allen com bines all the
showmanship he can muster in
the melodies that bring your
feelings up. Such as / Go To
Rio, the crowd pleaser of the
night, and the tender Oliva
Newton John hit he wrote, I
Honestly Love You.
The energy b u ilt up
throughout the night and came
to its peak when Allen returned
to the stage after a short pause
in his show. The return to the
stage made people stand up and
take notice, Allen was dressed
in skin tight shiny black pants
and sequinned vest. He moved
very carefully when he did^a
combination of songs ranging
from Quiet Please There's a
Lady On Stage to another
chorus of / Go To Rio and
demonstrated his skill as a
dancer.
The quote of the
night came during a portion of
the show when he stopped to
talk to the audience. He
proclaimed, “I know you must
be asking yourself by this
tim e,’’says Allen looking
around, “Is he or isn’t he?”
“Well,” he dramaticallypauses,
"Yes I am...Australian.”

Peter Ailen writes the songs, and we honestly love him for
that. But, oh, can he ever sing the songs, as you’ll discover
for yourself the first time you hear It is Time For Peter
Allen, a double-albumful of classics recorded live. This is
the definitive Peter Allen album, displaying the singer and
the songs onstage, where they were meant to be.
Try it,you’ll love it!

AM
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Available:

K o r v e tte s — W est O range
H a rm o n y H u t— W illo w b ro o k M all
R e c o rd R a c k — U p p er M o n tc la ir

If y o u m issed the

C o n cert C re w M eeting
the first time...

W E D N E S D A Y S , 7 :0 0 P M

D o n ’t
m ake the sam e
twice...

Feb.1- Ballroom C
Feb.22- Meeting Room 2
March 1,8,15,29- Meeting Room 4
April 5,12,19- Meeting Room 4
April 26- Ballroom B
May 3- Meeting Room 4
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'Father’s D ay’:C lo seE n co u n ters o f W orst K in d
By Candace Botha
It is often to the merit of a
local theater company to revive
a play that had once illumined
the Broadway stage. One must
wonder what would inspire an
ensemble to resurrect a show
that died after a single
Broadway performance. The
M ontclair Whole Theatre
Company’s current resuscita
tion of Father’s Day is an
illustrative example of a
temporal show that is better left
dead than alive.
The abrupt demise of the
New York production of
Father’s Day is sardonically
attributed to the dynamic
literary power of drama critic
Clive Barnes. A malignant
review of the 1971 play caused
co-producers Joseph Kipness
and Larry Kasha to bury the
show after opening night.
While Barnes has himself
been criticized for numerous
outlandish theatrical reviews
he must, this tim e, be
wholeheartedly congratulated
for recognizing and reporting
muck when he sees it.
Although this critic realizes
that the present review will by
no means have the ominous
impact of Barnes’, MSC
students and faculty shall be
forewarned that Father’s Day
is hazardous to the health of
one’s sense of humor.
The two act production is a
representation of three lonely,
s e x -s ta rv e d New Y ork
divorcees who gather for a

Sunday luncheon after sending
the children off with their ex’s
to celebrate Father’s Day.
While each of the women
attempts to conceal her desire
for reco n ciliatio n , their
afternoon conversation stings
with bitter, abusive, and
p ro fan e rem ark s ab o u t
marriage and divorce.
When their contented
exhusbands (one remarried,
one about to, and one
bisexually inclined) arrive for a
d r in k, the s uc ce e di ng
co n fro n tatio n s bring the
obscenities to an exceedingly
high and equally unbearable
level; an example of noise
pollution at its worst.
The irony of the play is its
apparent intention to be
treated as comic material.
Oliver Hailey, author of the
play, commented that his
material is “...primarily an
attempt to take a serious theme
and deal with it comedically.”
One can only hope that his
other works, (Hey You, Light
Man, For the Use of the Hall,
and Who’s Happy Now?) elicit
more laughter than did
Father’s Day.
Divorce is, in reality, no
laughing matter. Rather it is a
societal signal that men and
women ar e f i n d i n g it
increasingly difficult to live
together in a peaceful and
rewarding coexistence.
Hailey’s choice of American
society’s greatest contempor
ary misdemeanor as a comedic
theme is quite offensive. And

And the result is the often
strained, if any, laughter from
the audience. Included in the
cast of Father’s Day are
company members Maggie
Abeckerly, Jessica Allen,
Apollo Dukakis, and Gerald
Fierst.
Abeckerly, portraying the
cynical and astonishingly
profane Louise, delivered a
mulititude of obscenities with
such velocity and high-pitched
volume that her voice became
as pleasing to one’s mouth.
Allen, playing the naive Estelle,
was limited in her ability to
make her lines believeable.
Dukakis (Tom) and Fierst
(Harold), the ex’s of Louise and
Estelle, both gave adequate
performances.
Two guest artists ^lso
appeared in the production.
Judith L’Heureux, who has
appeared at the NY Public
Theatre and on the soap The
Guiding Light was ravishing as
sophisticated Marian. Richard,
Marian’s ex-husband, was
played by James Rebhorn. He

Expressionist at
Gallery, Sprague
Paintings and drawings of
Miriam Beerman, a wellknown New Jersey artist, will
be on view at Gallery One and
Sprague Library from Thurs.,
Jan 26 through Fri., March 17.
Admission is free. The
Gallery One hours are 9 AM to
5 PM Monday through Friday.

For Those Who Hove Time,
Energy And A Desire To Be
Of Service To Their Fellow
Students

Drop-In Center
Training Session
Sun., Feb. 12
Trainees must stop in or call by
Fri., Feb. 10 (893-5271)

also has TV credits (such as The
Doctors ) and has made
L'Heureux and Rebhorn gave
the most professional and
entertaining performances of
the 6 member cast.
The director of Father’s Day,
Bernard H iatt, is also a guest
artist. Hiatt has directed
several off-Broadway shows
and has taught, acted, and
directed internationally.
The set des i gn was
impressive with company
member Paul Dor phl ey
creating the image of a
contemporary Central Park
West terrace with authentically
designed brick walls, glass
doors, blue floral-cushioned
cane chairs, and piped balcony
railings.
Equally appealing was the
assimilated balcony suspended
above the terrace. If it is at all
conceivable, the set design stole
the show.
If sitting through 2 hours of
vulgar and insulting marital
discourse is one’s idea of
entertainment, he or she will be
happy to know that Father’s
Day will be at the Bloomfield

Avenue Theatre through
February 25. Tickets are $3.50
fo r s t u d e n t s ( e x c e p t on
weekends) and $5.95 Tor
weeknight performances.

Q u arterlyN ew s
Fall 1978 issues of
QUARTERLY are available
for those who missed it in the
QUARTERLY office—fourth
floor Student Center.
Submissions of literature
and art are now being accepted
for the spring issue. New
members are always welcome.
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Where do you go
on
Wednesday night?

RIGHT»
CATACOMBS
3rd floor lounge
Student Center
•entertainment
• free snacks

Students of all majors are welcome!
We are a service of the SGA
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C.L.U.B. of the SGA
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R e c o r d C o llecto r
Jimmy Thudpucker (and Walden West Rhythm Section) Greatest
Hits, Windsong Records
As I opened Doonesbury’s Jimmy Thudpucker (and the
Walden West Rhythm Section) Greatest Hits album and readied
myself to listen to it I kept thinking, is this a joke or something?
What could this possibly be—Alvin and the Chipmunks after
their voices changed? You know, mature and refined, but still little
mice singing Cinderella, Cinderella type stuff. Instead 1 was hit
with beautiful, wonderful, moving, and touching music and lyrics'
with the most incredible beat. This album, where no 2 songs are
alike (a sickness which infests most LP’s), shows genuine talent on
the part of the man who adopted the name of the cartoon
character Jimmy Thudpucker.
Take Your Life is a mood moving, dreamy, haunting piece
containing a strange look at “romantic suicide.” Its scary
frankness shows through such lyrics as “You say you’d rather die
than let me go/1 say I’d rather be in Queens,” and its chorus, “So
take your life and turn out all the lights forever/ So take your life
and maybe you can find a world that’s better.” The following
cut contains / Don't Know My Love, a paradox. This song with its
light, whimsical melody and good dancing beat tells a very spooky
story. “One girl, I gave my word /It might be her/1 can’t be
sure...She’s there when I arise...‘Ten years,’ I hear her sigh/‘Oh’ I
reply, ‘Just where was I?...Lately I recall the part my wife’s been
in/2 kids, 5 and 9/ Both insist they’re mine/But I don’t know my
love.”
Indian Brown, sung by Renee Armand and written by her and
Kerry Chater, is the only cut not sung and composed by
Thudpucker on the album. This impromptu addition to the LP
has a warm sound and lyrics chock full of lazy emotion and
restless sensuality which start off “Indian Brown, give me a ride to
the city” and end with the same line.
So Long I Overture '73 has some very good sections, musically,
and rather pretty, poetic, neo-classical lyrics. However, it seems
rutted into the “isn’t that nice” category.
It’s sad that the 2-1/2 minutes worth of I Do Believe had to mess
up this album. In the classic Bob Dylan imitation sound, it says a
lot of nothing about not much of anything, while sounding very
depressed. It basically interrupts the rhythm and pace of the
album.
-Jeryl Ann Franco

FORMAL DINING ROOM
Special Budget Menu - $4.95
A PPETIZER
OR
Fresh H om em ade Soup du jour:
SOUPS
Beef Barley

Iced F ru it Cup
Choice of Chilled Juices
F ru ited Jello Mold

New England Clam Chowder
French Onion with Croutons
Chicken with Rice
Fresh Vegetable

_
SALADS

Tossed Green Salad — French, Russian, or Italian Dressing

E N TR EES
Chicken in Wine Sauce
Baked Virginia Ham
Beef Burgundy

PO TATO ES
Baked Idaho w /Sour Cream
Fluffy W hipped

B uttered Parsley
Oven Browned

V EG ETA BLES
G reen Peas w/M ushroom s
Belgian Baby Carrots
Green Beans Almondine

G arden Mixed Vegetables
B uttered Succotash
Corn O’Brien

D ESSERT
j

Assorted Pies
Ice Cream
Sherbet

Cobblers
Creamy Puddings
Cake of Choice

BEVERAGES
Coffee, Tea or Sanka

M O NDAY throu gh Friday only; starting tim e for m eal to be no later
than 6 pm. T o be served w ith lin en and w aitress service. T he n u m b er of
guests m ust exceed 15 p eop le. Prices are subject to change w ith ou t n otice.

OPEN TO ALL MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE COMMUNITY:
k_______ :_______________________

S tu d en ts. Faculty and Staffs

f C L A S S ONE C O N C E R TS
p r e s e n ts :
Art e v e n in g w ith

Chuck Mangione
Wednesday, Feb.8,1978
M em orial A u d ito r iu m
8PM
tickets: $5.50 w ith I.D.
$7 w ith o u t I.D.

CLUB

M AOC—BSCU—LASO
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In d ia n s Nip TSC in O T
Hagan Free Throws Clinch
By John Andre
In the type of game that gives
coaches ulcers and sleepless
ni ght s , the MSC M e n ’s
Basketball team eeked out an
84-82 double-overtime victory
over Pace University at Panzer
Gym.
“I’d rather have a blowout
and worry a bout getting
everyone into the game,” said
MSC head coach Ollie Gelston,
whose tired appearance made it
look as if he had played the
game himself.
With 2:50 -left in the 2nd
overtime, Sophomore Center
Tom Young calmly sank 2 free
throws to put MSC ahead to
stay at 80-78. After a missed
Pace shot, MSC patiently
worked for a shot until sub
guard John Hagen sent home a
15 foot corner jumpshot with
1:10 remaining, making it 8278. After Pace guard Paul
Lazarus hit a short lay-up to
bring Pace within 2, Hagen was
fouled by Lazarus, and the
j uni or , playing for Nick
Matarazzo who fouled out, hit
2 foul shots to clinch it.

The 2nd overtime was the
result of some spotty 1st extra
session play. Turnovers and
missed shots dominated the
period.
The real story was the game
itself, where the Indians
showed some of their newly
found poise.
“We started to show a little
poise at the Ramapo game,”
Gelston remarked, “and we
showed a little more tonight.”
MSC was trailing 7-6 with 3
minutes gone in the game when
they went on a 14-6 tear behind
the play of Randy Meisner,
Keith Murray and Matarazzo,
who had 4 points each. This
gave the Indians a 20-13 lead, a
lead they wouldn’t relinquish
until late in the 2nd half.
The I ndi ans were led
throughout the game by pesky
senior guard Murray, who
scored a career high 27 points.
Most of his points came on 25
foot bombs from the right side
of the foul line.
It looked as if the Indians
short lead would hold up in
regulation but with 2:17 left,
Pace forward Curt Artis hit a
short jumper to tie the game at

MAOC & CLUB presents

66. The Indians Reggie Belcher
hit a short corner jumper to put
MSC up by 2 but Ron Cook of
Pace tied it with a lay-up with
:33 seconds left.
The Indians had something
left however.
Hagan got the ball inside to
Belcher, who hit a short
sweeping hook to seemingly
win the game. However,
Be l c h e r was c a l l e d f or
traveling, nullifying the basket
and sending the small crowd
into hysterics. This set the stage
for the sloppy 1st overtime, the
victorious 2nd and the heroics
of Young and Hagen.
NET NOTES: MSC visits
Stockton State College on
Saturday...Sherrod had 10
rebounds.. .Belcher had 2
blocked shots...H agen and
Sherrod had 5 assists.
The Men’s Tennis Team will
hold its 1st organizational
meeting in the Conference
Room on the 4th Floor of
Partridge Hall from 3 to 5 PM
on Mon., Feb. 6. Anyone
interested in trying out for the
team should attend.

UP...UP...AND A WA Y: MSC’s Tyrone Sherrod goes to the
basket for 2 points while surrounded by teammate Nick
Matarazzo and 3 Pace defenders.
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Student
Sponsors

Intramural

■-

Begins

Applications Due

Bowling League

Mon., Feb. 6

Thurs., Feb. 2

Badminton Tournament

Wed., Feb. 8

Thurs., Feb. 2

Men’s 1-on-1 Basketball

Mon., Feb. 6

Thurs., Feb. 2

Women’s Basketball
League

Mon., Feb. 13

Thurs., Feb. 9

and

Leisure
Council
of the SGA

Coming Up Later This Semester:
Wrestling Tournament * Co-Ed Volley Ball * Special Events
Men’s & Co-Ed Softball * The Gong Show * Trips

S.I.L.C. also sponsors:
Open Pool Hours:

Mon. & Wed., 2:30-4 PM
Tues., Thurs., Fri., 2-4 PM

Panzer Gym Pool

Slimnastics:
Water Polo:
Open Recreation:
Open Volleyball:
Open Gym:

Every Wed., 8-10 PM

Panzer Gym

Every Wed., 6-7:30 PM
Every Sun., 11 AM-2 PM

Panzer Gym Pool
(unless an Athletic Event is scheduled)

Every Tues., 8 PM
Mon. thru Thurs., 8-11 PM

Panzer Gym
(unless an Athletic Event is scheduled)

Wanted:
Officials for all sports. Those interested in officiating should contact McKinley Boston, Director
of Intramurals, or Brian Gates, Head of Officials at the Intramural Office, 4th floor,Student Center,
or call 893-4413.

For more information on S.I.L.C. events, contact
The S.I.L.C. Office, 4th floor, Student Center, or
Cal! 893-5245
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While You Were Gone

(Com. from pg. 24)
the Championship Game only
to lose a tough 93-88 decision.
Inge Nissan took game high
honors for ODU with 42
points. MSC was led by Carol
Blazejowski’s 34 points. Both
teams converted well over 50%
of their shots: MSC (55.7%)
ODU (53.3%).
MSC 38-50-88
ODU 49 44—93
Jan. 19 Seton Hall
Previously unbeaten Seton
Hall found itself outplayed,
especially in the second half, as
the Squaws coasted to a 76-60
win to up their record to 6-5.
Carol Blazejowski chipped in
35 p o i n t s and Wa n d a
Szeremeta, 10. Fangie McClain
scored 15 points for Seton Hall.
MSC 32 44-76
SHU 28 32—60
Men’s Basketball:
Dec. 23 Fairfield University
Nick Matarazzo’s return to
the MSC lineup was not
enough to topple perennial
power Fairfield. The Indians
took a 95-65 defeat, with
Matarazzo contributing 19
points on 7-11 shooting. Joe
DiSantis scored 32 points for
Fairfield. Doug Brown did not
make the trip to Connecticut.
MSC
34 31-6 5
Fairfield 49 46-95
Dec. 27 Rider College
Yule Cup Classic
The first round of the Classic
saw the Indians come from
behind to defeat Rider College
80-78. Doug Brown scored 17
points for MSC, despite
suffering the injury that would
shelve him for the season. Bob

DeLeeuw scored a career high
22 points for Rider.
MSC 37 4 3 -8 0
Rider 42 36—78
Dec. 28 St. Michael’s
Yule Cup Classic
With 10:07 left to go in the
game, St. Michael’s College
held a slim 48-46 lead. From
that point on, the Purple
Knights ripped off 25 straight
points to take the game 73-46.
Event ual MVP of the
Tournament Tom Hoey led St.
Michael’s with 20 points. The
Indians, hurt by Brown’s
absence, shot only 38%.
MSC
32 14-46
St.Michaels 34 39—73
Jan. 3 Jersey City State College
The Indians played well
against one of the best teams in
the conference. Eric Moore
netted 29 points to give the
Gothics a close 85-75 win over
the Indians. Jeff Johnson was
promoted from the JV squad to
fill the spot left open by Doug
Brown. Tyrone Sherrod led
MSC scorers with 18 points.
MSC 33 42—75
JCSC 44 41—85
Jan. 7 Ramapo College
The Indians hit almost 57%
of their shots and still had a
tough time with Ramapo,
winning 84-80. Tom Frank
scored 23 points for MSC with
Ron Yuhl adding 15. Pat
Morris led the losers with 16.
MSC
38 46—84
Ramapo 39 41—80
Jan. 10 Glassboro State
College
The Indians could not

S quaw s D e s tr o y
By Susan Jordan
It was a somber ride back
Tuesday night for the Trenton
State College (TSC) Women’s
Basketball Team, and well it
should have been. They had
just been demolished by the
Squaws of MSC by a final
score of 105-44. It was almost
like a clinic for TSC, who sat
wide-eyed and open-mouthed
in amazement at the teamwork
unfolding on the court.
According to MSC Coach
Maureen Wendelken, the team
expected a relatively easy
game, but not that easy.
“It’s good to have a game like
this every once in a while,”
Wendelken went on to explain,
“to give all the girls a chance to
play and experience a game
situation.” The Squaws expect
a toujher game on Saturday
against Immaculata College
(1C). They will face ICat home
at 3 PM.
MSC had hoped the Lions
might have added a few
stronger players to this year’s
line-up. Tuesday nights game

did not show evidence of that.
The game s t a r t e d off
surprisingly close, as MSC led,
13-6, with 5 minutes gone. The
Squaws then went on to a 21-4
tear for a 34-10 lead to virtually
put the game away. The second
half reaffirmed the excellence
of the MSC team, with the
Squaws collecting 48 more
points to 32 for TSC.
Forward Carol Blazejowski,
performing up to her usual
standard, was high scorer with
38 points. She also had an
impressive game high of 10
rebounds, followed by Wanda
Szeremeta with 6 caroms.
Linda Hamilton was TSC’s
high scorer with 14 points.
With about ten minutes left
in the game, Coach Wendelken
began to replace the first string
one by one, each member
receiving a rousing ovation by
the near capacity crowd.
Once again, the Squaws were
responsible for making an
opponent’s trip home a long
one.

o v e r c o me
a
10 point
advantage that GSC took in the
first half and fell victim 65-57.
Kevin Burley had a game high
20 points while Tyrone Sherrod
scored 16 for MSC. Pete Glacy
was brought up from the JV
ranks before the game.
MSC 22 35—57
GSC 32 33—65
Jan. 16 FDU
Fairleigh Dickinson
University had five players
score in double figures as it
defeated MSC 60-46. Jay
Jorgensen was high man for
FDU with 13 points. Randy
Meisner led the Indians with
14. The Indians hit just 36% of
their shots while FDU hit 53%.
"MSC 22 24-46
FDU 24 36—60
Jan. 19 ESSC
The Indians dropped their
third straight contest in losing
to East Stroudsburg State
College 58-47. Dave Moyer
scored 21 points for ESSC
while Keith Murray led the
Indians with 12. ESSC shot
47% to MSC’s 33%.
MSC 20 2 7 -4 7
ESSC 29 29—58
Wrestling:
Dec. 28-29
Orange Bowl Open
Miami, Fla
Ken Mallory of MSC won all
six matches that he has
participated in during the
Tournament, including a 10-3
victory over Ken Nelson
(University of Oklahoma) to
win the Championship in his
134 lb. weight class. For his
performance, Mallory was
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IM Highlights

voted Outstanding Wrestler in
the Tournament. Overall, the
Indians tied with Trenton State
College for fifth place in a 20
team field.
Jan. 7
5th Annual
Delaware Invitational
Seven wrestlers from MSC
made it into the Championship
or Consolation Rounds. Mike
Blakely and Ken Mallory won
Championships with Alex
Martello taking second place.
Wrestlers Lew Oddo and
Roger Bogsted lost their
Consolation Matches while
Mike Sickles and J ohn
Antosiewicz won theirs. MSC
f i n i s h e d t h i r d in t he
Tournament.
Jan. 13 Morgan State College
Ron Pendleton, MSC’s
Heavyweight wrestler and
Roger Bogsted (167 lb. class)
pi nned t hei r respective
opponents Vince Reid and
Buddy Sharp to help the
Indians to a 27-11 win. Only
three wrestlers lost in the match
for MSC.
Jan. 14 George Mason U.
MSC won seven of the first
eight bouts and coasted to 2818 win. Ken Mallory got the
only pin of the match for MSC,
pinning Tim Ryan at 5:15. Alex
Martello and Roger Bogsted
won by impressive 10-1 and 141 scores, respectively.
Jan. 14 Towson State U.
The Indians won all but two
bouts in the entire match. Ken
Mallory won his 19th straight
bout of the year without a loss
by pinning Mike Flynn at 1:45.

Beginning in February
are the SILC Bowling
League and the Women’s
Basketball League. SILC
will also be sponsoring a
Men’s 1-on-l Basketball
Tournament on Feb. 6
and 7 and a Badminton
Tournament on Feb. 8
and 9. Applications for
Women’s Basketball are
due Feb.9 and all others
are due Feb.2.
Later in the semester,
the Co-ed Volleyball
League and Co-ed and
Men’s Softball Leagues
are scheduled. Also, be
on the lookout for the
Wrestling Tournament,
Ping Pong Tournament
and the Swim Meet. The
dates for these events will
be announced later.
In March, SILC will
sponsor a GONG SHOW
with big prizes!!! Audi
tion dates for the acts will
be announced later. In
Apr i l , a Vol l e ybal l
Marathon will be held to
raise money for the
United Way. Teams are
asked to get pledges in
a c c or da nc e with the
amount of hours they
play. The marathon will
be held April 7-9 with
prizes awarded to the
teams with the greatest
amount pledged and with
the best win-loss percen
tage. More details later!!!
Looking forward to
seeing you all at these
(and other) events._____ J

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
$5.87

Per Hour-TO START

PROGRESS TO

$6.87 Per

POSITION: PACKAGE HANDLERS (5)DAYS A WEEK
NO WEEKENDS— HOURS
11:00am to 2:00am, or 4:00am to 8:00am

YEAR ROUND

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
APPLY AT:
LIFE HALL, ROOM 207
ACROSS FROM C O -O P OFFICE
Tuesdays, 9:00am to 12:00 noon
Beginning Febuary 7,1978

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Hour

___________________ _____________ _____________________5 po/tfs
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Comeback Sparks Women Fencers
By Mary King
Every touch of the foil
counted Tuesday night as
MSC’s Women’s Fencing
Team defeated Trenton State
College, 10-6, in Panzer
Gymnasium.
MSC’s Gloria Aragona came
back strongly to win a crucial
bout in the final round of
competition, 5-4, after being
dominated by her opponent,
Lisa Ferrarro, throughout
most of the bout. Aragona
made up a 1-3 deficit to tie the
score before time ran out in the
bout. With no time left on the
clock, she hung on and fenced
smartly enough to score a
quick, deciding blow.
“I’ve fenced Lisa Ferrarro a
few times before and she
usually beats me,” Aragona
said. “I was surprised that I
won, but I’m glad.”
Aragona’s victory put the
momentum of the close meet in
MSC’s favor. Although the
Squaws led in bouts 8-5, the
number of touches scored by
each team was dead even.
After Aragona’s bout, Eileen
Murray neatly disposed of
TSC’s Karen O’Keefe, 5-3 to
secure the win for MSC.
MSC dominated the first
round of action, leading in
bouts, 3-1. An alert Su Peck
started off with a 5-3 win for the

Squaws, defeating Karen
O’Keefe in a close bout.
Aragona followed with a
slow, probing attack to defeat
TSC’s Jackie Bartha, 3-2, while
Murray edged out a quick
Donna Dern in an intense bout,
5-4. Ferrarro efficiently beat
MSC’s Gladys Berardi, 5-1.
The second round proved to
be much like the first. The
S q u a ws o v e r t o o k t he i r
opponents once again, 3-1, but
each bout grew tougher as
TSC’s enthusiasm mounted.
Aragona came from behind
with some deft moves to stop a
tenacious O’Keefe, 5-4. Her
teammate Peck repeated that
score, dramatically overtaking
an aggressive Kern after being
down 0-4 early in the bout.
After two comback victories
in a row, TSC’s Bartha broke
the makings of a pattern and
methodically wore down
Berardi, 5-1. Murray managed
another 5-4 win for MSC over
Ferrarro to finish the round.
TSC tightened their attack in
the third round, with the bouts
tied, 2-2. While Aragona
coasted to a swift 5-1 win over
TSC’s Kern, teammate Berardi
lost a close, skillfully executed
bout to O’Keefe. The ' Squaw’s
Peck tore down Ferrarro’s
defenses with a careful, lunging
attack, winning 5-1. TSC’s

Bartha took command over
Murray early in their bout and
won 4-3 when time ran out,
though Murray seemed to
spark to life near the end.
The fourth round ended in
another 2-2 tie, but it was
enough to clinch the meet for
MSC The TSC fencers

wouldn’t give up land displayed
some fine fencing skills as the
match drew to a close.
After the Squaws’ Berardi
dropped a shutout to Kern, the
competition stiffened and the
outcome of the match rested
largely on Ferraro and MSC’s
Aragona. Aragona stifled

* V iio n u a

made breathing easier for
teammate Murray, who won
her bout and the match.
TSC’s Bartha swiftly put
away Peck, 5-2, but the meet
had already been decided. The
final number of touches came
to an e x a c t tie a t (O a n !pop

M O N T C LA R IO N /T im oth y Costello

WHEN FOILS COLLIDE: MSC’s Gloria Aragona and TSC’s Lisa Ferrarro do battle in the
crucial bout o f last Tuesday night’s meet.

W hile Y o u W ere G one
By Glenn Welch

MONTCLARION/Stan Gorlick
HEY- WHERE'D YOU GO?: Jill Jeffrey o f MSC looks for an
open teammate while Ramona Von Boekman o f DSU guards her
in their game at Madison Square Garden.

Just because most of you
were away and your thoughts
were everywhere but about
MSC, it doesn’t mean that
nothing was going on around
campus. The sports schedule
was just as busy as it is at any
time of year, with many of our
t e ams p a r t i c i p a t i n g in
tournaments all over the East
Coast. In case you weren’t able
to keep up with the various
teams during the vacation,
here’s a recap of what the teams
did.
Women’s Basketball:
Dec. 16 Penn State
The Squaws lost a five point
halftime lead and committed 21
turnovers in losing to Penn
State 87-85. Carol Blazejowski
scored 39 points while Nancy
Kuhl put in 24 points for the
winners.
MSC
41 44 -8 5
Penn St. 36 51—87
Jan. 1 Rutgers
Madison Square Garden
Before a crowd of 5181, the
Squaws took the first round
contest against Rutgers 84-64.
MSC outscored Rutgers by 15
points in the second half to
advance to the final round.
Blazejowski scored a game high
40 points on 15 for 28 shooting.
Jill Jeffrey added 18 points,

hitting 7 of II from the floor.
Jan. 10 University of Texas
Overall, the Squaws hit 50% of
The Squaws ran away with
their shots. The losers were led
their second straight contest in
by Sue Glutz, who scored 16.
stopping Texas U. 102-58. Up
MSC
38 46—84
until that time, Texas U.
Rutgers 33 31—64
boasted a 9-1 record. Carol
Jan. 2 Delta State
Blazejowski netted 30 points
Madison Square Garden
fo r M SC wi t h Wa n d a
Delta State University won
Szeremeta contributing 15.
the Tournament by defeating
Wanda Waggoner hit for 13
the Squaws 71-58 in the final
points in a losing cause for
round. Wanda Witherington
Texas U., which converted only
led all scorers for DSU with 24
32% of its shots.
'
points. The crowd of 6731
MSC
56 46—102
watched the squaws convert
Texas U. 30 28— 58
just 37% of their shots. Despite
Jan. 13 Wayiand Baptist
scoring just 23 points, Carol
Optomist Classic
Blazejowski was named
Old Dominion Fieldhouse
unanimously the winner of a
Despite shooting only 37%,
spot on the All-Tournament
the Squaws outlasted the
Team.
Flying Queens 72-67 in the first
MSC 28 30-58
round of the Classic. For the
DSU 32 39-71
Squaws, Carol Blazejowski
Jan. 6 Howard University
scored 38 points and Pat
For the second straight year,
Colasurdo had 20. Jill Rankin
the Squaws embarrassed
tallied 18 for Wayiand Baptist
Howard U., this time by the
as the Squaws advanced to
score of 118-48. The MSC
their second final round of a
squad hit over 52% of its shots,
tournament in 2 weeks .
led by Carol Blazejowski (lbMSC
44 28-72
22), Wanda Szeremeta (7-12)
Wayiand 39 28—67
and Pat Colasurdo (4-8).
Jan. 14 Old D om inion
Blazejowski had 39 points
University
while Szeremeta added 16 and
Optomist Classic
Colasurdo, 14. Martia Crunes
Old Dominion Fieldhouse
was high scorer for Howard
The Squaws came back from |
University with 11.
an 11 point deficit at halftime in
MSC
58 60—118
(Cont. on pg. 23)
Howard V. 21 27— 48

